
WE'LL TEACH YOU
HOW TO SPEAK

SPANISH
FLUENTLY

AFFORDABLE SPANISH, UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE



COMPANYABOUT
Spanish with Mrityunjay is a pioneer in language education,
redefining the way people learn foreign languages in Delhi. 
Driven by a passion for linguistic excellence, we were compelled 
to address the prevalent issues in existing language institutes.

Our mission is simple yet transformative: to provide
cost-effective, professional, and expedited Spanish language 
courses. We're committed to helping you achieve fluency in less 
time, without the financial burden and inconveniences of
traditional methods. Say goodbye to prolonged courses and hello 
to a more efficient way of learning. Join Spanish with Mrityunjay 
for an entirely new language education experience.

INFEATURED



WHY YOUR KID SHOULD
LEARN SPANISH

Learning a new language at a 
young age enhances cognitive 

development, including
problem-solving skills and

creativity.

COGNITIVE BENEFITS 
Spanish is the second most 

spoken language globally, offering 
a gateway to diverse cultures and 

perspectives.

CULTURAL EXPOSURE

Proficiency in Spanish can positively 
impact academic performance.
It aligns with school boards like 

CBSE and ICSE, providing an edge 
in language-related subjects.

ACADEMIC ADVANTAGE
Spanish is widely spoken across 

continents, facilitating international 
communication and broadening 

your child's worldview.

GLOBAL COMMUNICATION

Bilingualism is an asset in many 
professions. Learning Spanish can 

open doors to exciting career 
opportunities and increase

employability.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Colleges appreciate applicants with 
language skills. Spanish proficiency 
stands out on applications and can 

be an asset for admission into
competitive programs.

COLLEGE ADMISSIONS



WHY CHOOSE US

METHODOLOGY
Interactive live online Zoom
language with  whiteboard,
screen sharing and group work 
features.

BOOKS
Have your study material sent 
to your residence before your 
course begins at no extra 
charge. E books available too!

TEACHERS
Our teachers are native 
speakers of the language
with an experience of over
2 decade in teaching.

MISSED CLASS
Make up your missed lessons at a 
timing suitable to you
with our recorded

HAVE FUN
Don't just learn the language,
breathe the Spanish culture
in every lesson and discover a
new way of life!

COURSE FEES
`15000, includes study material, 

taxes and an internationally 
accredited certification after each 

level.

ONLINE TESTS
Track your progress through tests 

and examinations, all online.

COURSE HOURS
60 hours of live lessons per level 
in reduces groups, providing a 

stress free learning experience.

SMALL GROUP
With only 5 students per class, we 

offer personalized traning, high 
interaction and time flexibility for 

all courses.

LIVE ACCESS
Real time access from a

computer, tablet or smartphone, 
and a internet connection from 

anywhere in the world.

WHY CHOOSE OUR ONLINE LESSONS



SPANISH WITH TODDLERS
Toddlers' Spanish Course Highlights:

12-week levels, 1 hour/week
Flexible class timings, small batch sessions

STRUCTURED LEARNING: 

Internal exams after each level
Regular feedback and report cards

ASSESSMENT AND PROGRESS:

Utilise our platform's Learning
Management System (LMS)

ADVANCED LEARNING TOOLS:

Aligned with school curriculums
Rich learning resources available

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM:

Certificates delivered to your doorstep
Certified teachers ensuring authenticity

RECOGNITION AND CERTIFICATION:

Certified teachers ensure an authentic experience
ACCENT AND CULTURAL AUTHENTICITY:



TODDLER’S FEE STRUCTURE
TODDLERS: 4 YRS- 12YRS

RS 9,999
RS 9,999
RS 9,999
RS 9,999
RS 9,999
RS 9,999
RS 9,999

SESSION RS 13,999PRIVATE
 (1 ON 1)

NINOS 8

NINOS 7

NINOS 6

NINOS 5

NINOS 4

NINOS 3

NINOS 2

RS 9,999NINOS 1



Discover a seamless blend of structured lessons, engaging
grammar, and vocabulary building for a holistic learning experience.

Introduction to structured lessons.
Engaging grammar and vocabulary sessions

STRUCTURED LEARNING:

Animated characters in relatable school settings.
Boosted engagement and enjoyment.

INTERACTIVE LESSONS:

Aligns with CBSE and ICSE boards.
Excelling in language-related subjects.

SYLLABI ALIGNMENT:

Rich Cultural experiences in Spanish culture.
Immersive language activities.

CULTURAL EXPLORATION:

ONLINE CURRICULUM FOR
SCHOOL-GOERS (AGES 10-16)



OFFLINE CLASSES:

A. 20 HOURS:
TOTAL COST: RS 1,999

B. 40 HOURS:
TOTAL COST: RS 25,999

C. 60 HOURS:
TOTAL COST: RS 37,999

ONLINE CLASSES:

A. 20 HOURS:
TOTAL COST: RS 13,999

B. 40 HOURS:
TOTAL COST: RS 25,999

C. 60 HOURS:
TOTAL COST: RS 37,999

COURSE PRICING AND PACKAGES:

SCHOOL-GOERS FEE STRUCTURE

Secure your Spanish learning experience
with flexible and cost-effective options!



CONNECT WITH US

CONTACT US

DADA JUNGI HOUSE,shahpur Jat, Siri Fort, New Delhi-110049

www.spanishwithmrityunjayinfo@spanishwithmrityunjay.in

+91 9873519605
info@spanishwithmrityunjay.in
www.spanishwithmrityunjay.in
Mrityunjay Rathore
@spanishwithmrityunjay


